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Red Bridge, Tokyo, 1989, gouache on paper, 38 x 45 cm
In Japan, Ken Done is accorded the stature of a leading artistic figure, indeed that of a cultural phenomenon. His original artworks have a
market there only dreamt of by most Australian artists. Done now travels regularly to the country where his work as an artist is seen and
considered very seriously.
In Japan, not Australia, Done' s work is viewed and written about by critics and academics. He is perceived as an artist, not a designer, and his
work is discussed in terms of aesthetics, not in dollars turnover. He regularly appears on television and billboards endorsing Japanese company
names, such as Seiko, Suntory and the Sumimoto Bank, but still it is in Japan more than anywhere else that he is known primarily as an artist.
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Left: Two Tokyo Girls II, acrylic on
canvas, 200 x 150 cm
Below: The Japanese weekly
magazine Hanako
Opposite page: Two Tokyo Girls, 1991,

acryl ic on canvas , 200 x 150 cm

The popular and critical acclaim with which Done' s serious paintings are received
in Japan comes as both revelation and anathema to many Australians. Since his
first solo exhibition in Japan in 1986, seven individual showings have continued to
strengthen his reputation. In 1991 , following an exhibition in Korea, a series of
five successful exhibitions took place in Tokyo, Osaka, Shimonoseki, Fukuoka and
Nagasaki. From September until late November last year over 2,000 paying
visitors each day saw this exhibition of some 60 major works .
Done has never wished his work to be viewed only in galleries . Since 1988 he
has supplied images for the covers of the popular weekly lifestyle magazine
Hanako. His most recent works are chosen from transparencies of whatever he
happens to be working on at the time. Sometimes a whole image is used,
sometimes a detail, sometimes a work in progress. In this way, Done' s most recent
work is viewed by more than 600,000 readers each week.
Fame in Japan has some bizarre manifestations. In the Kobe-Osaka region, it was
recently reported that Japanese gangsters are amassing Ken Done multiples
(silkscreen prints and other serial works) at less than market rates, using what can
only be described as fairly untraditional bargaining techniques, with the intention
of setting themselves up as bogus art dealers! Huge competitions are held for the
artist's autograph . On a Tokyo street, in an informal survey by The Courier-Mail,
almost every person knew Ken Done's name, while no-one knew that of Paul
Keating, or could even guess at his occupation.
As Australia looks more and more to Asia, a common question concerns the
formula for this success in Japan, but it is no secret. Done has, during the last 12
years, relentlessly pursued the practice of his art. His success has evolved directly
from his natural creativity; his distinctive style and approach is reflected in
everything he does and it is this originality to which the Japanese relate .
Ken Done has always expressed everything that is important to him through art. He
left high school at an early age to study art and 25 years later walked away from
a very successful advertising career in order to devote himself to painting. He has
set himself free from what he sees as the limitations and artificial controls of the
traditional gallery and academic system. Done has never been afraid of the
commercial world-creatively
utilising it to facilitate the expression of his vision to
a much wider audience than could ever be reached through showing his paintings
in galleries. His aim is to move art into all aspects of daily life and he firmly
believes that 'in the times in which we live, it is far too restricting to say that art
can only be found in art galleries and not touch people's everyday lives'.
Ken Done says he has never sought to utilise art in a political sense and that his
major interest is to give the viewer pleasure. And yet this seems to be political :
attempting to subvert the prevailing critical attitudes to beauty. His undoubtedly
gorgeous compositions and their uncompromising self references, challenge us to
question the concepts of beauty and the self and the place of these in our
contemporary culture . The Japanese recognise Done' s project:

He tries to paint a paradise-a paradise where one's hopes can be realised as
best as humanly possible-not only as his fondest dream but also as an ideal of
mankind (Shinichi Segi, Southern Hemisphere's most climatic and chromatic
artist in Ken Done, Maior Exhibition, Japan, 1991, Yomiuri Shimbun,
Japan, 1991).
The Japanese respect the 'local' nature of what is produced by Done and Done Art
and Design (the company directed by the creative talents of Ken and his wife,
designer Judy Done) .
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All Done's work emanates wholly from Australia, opposing the way Australia too often m~ekly follows and apes European
and American trends. Done Art and Design treats the rest of the world as the season to come after Australia! The philosophy
is that it is possible to instigate and create original work here in Australia, and that the rest of the world will follow. In his
paintings, Done has always painted what inspires him at that time, not slavishly following new fashionable artistic movements
as they periodically appear internationally.
Done is now approached to design images for major Tourism Commissions to market Australia specifically to the Japanese .
However, the paintings, the fashions and the products emanating from Done Art and Design are not, and never have been,
created for a foreign or tourist audience . The work is successful with this audience because it speaks to them directly of the
experience from which it came . The Japanese respond to Done's work because,
for them, on one level it embodies a fresh spirit of vitality and optimism and this
they can identify as Australian.
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The Japanese do understand the iconic nature of many of Done's images of
Australia, especially those of sea and sun and Ayers Rock glowing red in the
afternoon light . Japanese reviewers see beyond the seductiveness of colour and
surface decoration of the paintings, a feat most Australian reviewers have not
achieved . Shinichi Segi, the Japanese critic quoted earlier in this piece, has
explained:

The fact that we [Japanese] are strongly attracted to the paintings and designs of
this particular artist born of a spiritual background completely different than ours
in many respects cannot be easily explained away as a mere case of crying for
the focally unavailable. What diagonally different things sometimes make us see
is, as in the case of the mirror, nothing but ourselves. By confirming this fact, we
will be able to better see, and hopefully get closer to, the world stretching
luxuriously beyond the mirror.
Done' s triptych Autumn Fish and Fuii I, II and Ill of 1991 reveals the artist's rethinking of the most powerful symbol of Japan, Mount Fuji, in Segi' s terms,
addressing abstract notions of the roles of reflection and reality in art.
The relationship between Ken Done and the Japanese is indeed surprisingly
symbiotic. After visiting Japan in 1962, Ken did not make a second journey to
Japan for another twenty years, instead Japan came to him in Australia. Young
Japanese visitors discovered his work in this country, responded to it and carried
it back to Japan, forging the beginning of a sensibility towards his work. But since
that first visit, Done' s work has been energised by his understanding of the
relationships between contemporary and traditional Japanese art and design.
It is often commented that certain aspects of Japanese culture represent the 'real'
Japan. These remnants of the fast-vanishing traditional lifestyle, the cuisine, the
kimono, the temple, the garden, do exist, but Japanese society is much more
complex than this . Japan continues to be most completely itself in change, in
showing the ability to mutate itself continually into a more economically and
socially viable entity. The Japanese have shown themselves able to blend the
ancient with the advanced, the traditional with the contemporary, to a point
where these distinctions do not hold a sense of difference in relation to one
another. Tokyo Girls and Tokyo Girls II (both 1991), convey a sense of the
attraction that the 'traditional' holds for our much newer societies, but also stress
the point that in Japan the 'old' exists alongside the 'new' with much less conflict
than in the West .
Likewise, in Japan, the boundaries between art and design are not firmly delineated as in the West: the Japanese accept, as
does Done himself, that an artist's work can take many forms and formats and be seen in many venues . Done is drawn by the
sensibility of a society that reveres art as a ·living part of daily existence: where the shape of a rock, a piece of moss, the
colour of water in a pool, the arrangement of two flowers, and the performance of the tea ceremony are understood to be as
aesthetically significant as painting or sculpture.
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Butterfly Dreams, acrylic

on4 canvas

panels, each panel 122 x 93 cm

Done has made repeated visits to Japan since the early 1980s, absorbing various aspects of both
contemporary and traditional Japanese art and culture . His recent paintings and drawings reflect his
experience with Japanese imagery, Japanese text and at times, a Japanese sensibility . Long interested in
Haiku poetry, a series of works draws on this for inspiration and substance. A centuries-old poetic form,
Japanese Haiku plays a real part in the cultural life of Japan . It appeals to Done because of its economy of
form and its ability to include the reader as a participant in the process of creativity. Haiku is often
regarded as a kind of enlightenment (in Japanese, satori)-the very heart and soul of the life of things,
animate or inanimate . Something quite ordinary, usually overlooked, is suddenly brought into an exquisitely
sharp focus as the poem offers a lightly-sketched image which the reader fills in from personal memory .

Butterfly dreams (1991) is a recent work created around Reikan' s beautiful Haiku :
I would learn of their dream in the flowers
but ah!
Butterflieshave no voice.
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Dene's work around Haiku delves into the problematics of translation. Translation from one language to
another, translation of meaning from one medium to another, from Japanese into English and from word
into paint; and across cultures . Here, Done has attempted to use pictures and Japanese and English text
together to create an image of beauty and sadness. Beauty and sadness, for Spring with all its associations
of rebirth, youth and fresh beauty is transitory and passes. Done wanted this picture to possess abstract
qualities, but he also wanted to shock viewers by its inescapable 'prettiness'.

Spring Haiku, 1992, ink on paper, 33 x 26 cm
Spring Haiku, 1992, ink on paper, 33 x 26 cm

The paintings Looking at Australia (cover) and The visit of an important man from Japan (both acrylic on
canvas, 1992 and 1991) are Done' s reflection upon his personal relationship to the Japanese in his
creation of an Australian iconography. Art, as the tourist experience, is very often about the gap between
seeing and understanding. These works explore how tourists 'see' (perhaps 'perceive' better describes the
process) this country and in return, how these tourists and the countries they 'represent' are 'understood'.
Australia becomes Ayers Rock as a red-bleeding heart, with Aboriginal figures, a cute koala, beach culture,
kangaroos everywhere, lines of cars-for all of our wild outback myths, we are still a place of red roofs
and motor cars. And in complement, another cliche, the traditionally-dressed Japanese, who really only
exist in ceremonial situations. The inscrutible faces, no real eyes . All the figures in the paintings 'look' but
none have any eyes. There is a lack of connection.
We live in a world of paradox and contradictions. As a nation, Australia's relationship with Japan is yet to
be properly thought through. The relationship of the commercial to the non-commercial in cultural practice is
another. Ken Done, as artist, is a third . His work is known and liked by many Australians, but dismissed by
the majority of art establishment taste-makers. It is purchased by collectors all over the world and yet not a
single piece is to be found in any of the major state or national galleries here in Australia. Yet Done has
almost master status in Japan . There he is accorded enormous acclaim arid notice . Japanese tourists visit his
studio in Sydney as a 'must see' part of their Australian stay. People do feel passionately in Australia about
Ken Done-they either love his work or hate it. Critics have often not seen his recent paintings or taken the
time to react to them beyond their own preconceptions of what he is doing. Is there something suspicious
about the fact that Ken Done has 'made it' in Japan? Is this an inherent racism, that the Japanese make
great cars but are somehow naive in issues of aesthetic judgement?

Donna Lee Brien
Donna Lee Brien is co-author of the Museum of Contemporary
is currently working on a biography of Ken Done.
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